
Report of the Inclusivity and Outreach Team

Long form of the 1st Tradition - ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, p. 563 4th Edition
Each member of Alcoholics Anonymous is but a small part of a great whole. A.A. must continue
to live or most of us will surely die. Hence our common welfare comes first. But individual
welfare follows close afterward.

Long form of the 3rd Tradition - ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, p. 563 4th Edition
Our membership ought to include all who suffer from alcoholism. Hence we may refuse none
who wish to recover. Nor ought A.A. membership ever depend upon money or conformity. Any
two or three alcoholics gathered together for sobriety may call themselves an A.A. group,
provided that, as a group, they have no other affiliation.

Isn’t this an outside issue?
In fact, it is the exact opposite. The one thing we all have in common is that we are
alcoholics.  Anonymity tells us that EVERYTHING else is an outside issue.

HOWEVER, we are humans who carry with us unconscious biases which sometimes sneak
into our recovery culture. We all want to think we are unbiased. It can be very
uncomfortable to examine ourselves deeply enough to bring out our biases and admit
them.  But only then can we become willing to change them.

It is necessary to combat deeply ingrained preconceptions. That’s why we have to engage in
personal inventory.

So, what actually is diversity?
There are many ways that people can be divided.  These categories are legally protected:
race, age, color, sex, pregnancy/family status, national origin, genetic information, military
status, gender identity, disability, religion, and sexual orientation.

But there are an infinite number of other categories that people (consciously or
unconsciously) discriminate against others for, including: citizenship status, income/net
worth, credit history, criminal history, education, address, political affiliation, upbringing,
life experience, physical appearance, physical abilities, critical thinking ability, language
fluency, communication skills, work style, hobbies, clubs & affiliations, work experience, etc.

Having biases is a natural part of being human. Our brains categorize so we don’t have to
analyze things/situations/people every time we encounter them. A lifetime of interactions
and experiences will naturally color our outlook on life. The way certain groups are
portrayed in media and the movies, or by family and friends, can also influence us. But it’s
unacceptable to allow our biases to negatively affect our groups and service structure.



UNITY = INCLUSIVITY
ANONYMITY = INCLUSIVITY

Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions. Ever reminding us that the only
thing that is important here is whether someone wants to get sober.

The AA Service Manual states, “We need it to ensure that the doors and halls of A.A. never
have locks on them, so that all people for all time...feel welcome, [that no one] ever asks
anyone what [their] race is, what [their] creed is, What [their] social position is.”

Recommendations

For Individuals
● Continue to take inventory and when we are wrong, promptly admit it, (Step 10)
● Be mindful.
● When we know better, we do better.

For Meetings
● Adopt the new preamble wording.
● Invite newcomers to introduce themselves at the beginning of the meeting.
● Redirect meetings by sharing your experience in spiritual terms.
● Talk to members who share in a non-inclusive way privately after the meeting.

Explain why what they said might have been exclusionary or limiting.
● Members are charged with educating newcomers in the traditions. They should

teach accountability and accessibility, and what is acceptable.
● Service is a pleasurable duty; I can never repay what AA has given me.

For Group Business Meetings
● Establish a spiritual position whose job it is to make sure everyone has a voice.
● Take a hard look at taking an institutional commitment - make sure that the

commitment will be covered. Treatment and corrections are where we will reach
more minorities.

● Take a stronger responsibility to welcome and include the sick and suffering
vulnerable newcomers.

● Having a group culture of service. Encourage people to get involved in general
service. Exposed to traditions in living color in real time.



For District and Area Meetings
● Be mindful of including those sitting near you in conversations. Invite them to join

your conversation.
● Have signs around the meeting space that say something like “Have you greeted

someone you don’t know today?”
● Continue with virtual meetings for those with different needs: sensory issues,

hearing, those who work on weekends, those who are on probation and can’t leave
the county,

● Ride share coordination - list of people who are willing to give rides.
● Inclusive language - not binary. As an example of one easy thing you can do:

including your pronouns on your email signature and video id.

The committee moves that Area 48 NENY establish a permanent and standing “Inclusivity
and Outreach” Committee. And further, that the committee should include among its
members a diverse cross section of the AA membership. (Motion to be voted on at the
October 2021 Assembly)

Useful Links
There are, of course, a multitude of resources on inclusivity available on the web.  You can
find great explanations about inclusive language usage, and skills to build to become more
inclusive.

These are some of the resources that are available directly from AA and other specifically
AA related links.

Pamphlet 51 “AA for the Black and African American Alcoholic”

Pamphlet 32 “LGBTQ Alcoholics in AA”

Videos of the Big Book signed in American Sign Language

Videos for Young People

AA Guidelines: Accessibility for All Alcoholics

Grapevine articles - search for the topic you’re interested in.  There is a wealth of
experience, strength, and hope.

Barry L founded AA in Montreal after a lot of trials to be accepted.  This is a talk he gave on
the origin of the Third Tradition.

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p-51_CanAAHelpMeToo.pdf
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p-32_LGBTQalcoholicsinAA.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6Ke-nL58u6lxJt18CYXu1vgY6ZEqQxBZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6Ke-nL58u6kUnobCziG2XNLLE7AOmGB1
https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/mg-16_accessibilityforallalcoholics.pdf
https://www.aagrapevine.org/
https://mirror.xa-speakers.org/speakers2/aa/single-speakers/barry-l/barry-l-originof3rdtrad.mp3


Rick W - Unity, Diversity, Inclusion talk

Letter from Bill W. in the February 1948 Grapevine on the Third Tradition

Bill W’s letter to the ICYPAA Host Committee in Philadelphia in 1969

October 2009 issue of the Grapevine article, “Inclusive, Never Exclusive”

Inclusivity in the Traditions

Since anonymity is the foundation of all our traditions, every tradition speaks to inclusion.
By reviewing and studying all the traditions and key principles, utilizing 12 Steps and 12
Traditions, The Language of the Heart, and the 12 Traditions Illustrated,  it is obvious
that ALL of the traditions support being inclusive!

Tradition One: Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon
AA unity.

Principles: Anonymity, unity, healing, mending, integrating, surrender, acceptance,
commitment, selflessness, love

Unity is the main principle of Tradition One.  The individual is not swallowed up by the
group and each individual carries the greatest possible liberty of belief and action.  No
musts, no penalties, no discipline for nonconformity. Every individual is asked to judge
their own conduct, and may be reminded by the group conscience.  Our common welfare
comes first.  Rebellion ceases and cooperation is addressed.  Without substantial unity
there is no AA.  Every member is important.

Tradition Two: For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority—a loving GOD
as god may express itself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants;
they do not govern.

Principles: Anonymity, trust, support, seeking direction, surrender, faith, humility,
open-mindedness, integrity/consistency

Everyone’s voice is important in a group conscience meeting!

Tradition Three: The only requirement for AA membership is a desire to stop drinking.
Embodied  Principles: Anonymity, open-mindedness, helpfulness, acceptance,
unconditional love, tolerance, compassion, inclusiveness, letting go of judgement

Anyone who professes membership in AA is a member. Barriers are not part of this
program.  Conforming is not a rule.  Acceptance and understanding lies in the AA message.

http://www.getinthecar.org/2018/07/02/unity-diversity-inclusion/?fbclid=IwAR0Uwk2y2Ed6hE1dQp5OYFlsjI66cGSKqGfMsCXx5etR1Ox8jrq7bne5yjQ
https://www.saltlakeaa.org/2015/05/on-tradition-three-editorial-by-bill-w-reprinted-from-the-grapevine-december-1947/
https://www.eurypaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/1969-06-15-BillW_Letter-to-ICYPAA.pdf
https://www.aagrapevine.org/magazine/2009/oct/inclusive-never-exclusive


Membership is offered to anyone who is open to receive the gift.  AA is  always inclusive
and never exclusive! We don’t have to conform to anything to be welcomed.

Tradition Four: Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other
groups or AA as a whole.

Principles: Anonymity, open-mindedness, trust others, responsibility for our side of the
street, balance between independence and responsibility, equality, diversity

If any number of individuals, group, area, intergroup, regional committee takes an action
that would seriously affect the welfare of AA as a whole or disturb surrounding groups, that
would not be liberty at all.  This would present anarchy, not democracy. Consultation is
prevalent so as not to affect other AA groups.  Inclusion of neighboring groups is suggested
if a plan seems to be outside the box.

Tradition Five: Each group has but one primary purpose – to carry its message to the
alcoholic who still suffers.

Principles: Anonymity, understanding what’s important, what is our common goal?
integrity/fidelity, responsibility, unity

We follow a sacred trust of our own kind and recovery is a matter of life and death.
Inclusivity is  accepted as long as a member identifies themself to have a desire to not drink
alcohol.

Tradition Six: An AA group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the AA name to any
related facility or outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige
divert us from our primary purpose.

Principles: Anonymity, freedom, faith, harmony

Diverse individuals or groups can not utilize the AA name that may involve any kind of
outside enterprise.  Ownership, financial stasis, popularity of select individuals can not
incorporate or use the name of Alcoholics Anonymous in any endeavor.

Tradition Seven: Every AA group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside
contributions.

Principles: Anonymity, responsibility, balancing what we have with what we give back,
gratitude, faith, freedom, generosity, supporting the things which are important, walking
the talk



Contributions from outside sources, not affiliated with AA, are not accepted.  No matter
what the amount of contribution an outside source  wants to provide to help AA,
acceptance of funds is not allowed.  The only contributions acknowledged are contributed
by any member or group who have a desire to not drink alcohol.

Tradition Eight: Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our
service centers may employ special workers.

Principles: Anonymity, responsibility, prudence, integrity, empathy, giving freely what we
have been given, asking for help when necessary, knowing the boundary between
self-sufficiency and needing help

Researchers, archivists, and other specialists can not provide information regarding
alcoholism to select groups to grasp a better understanding of the disease regarding
variants..  AA will only pay for outside sources when requested by an informed group
conscience to keep a service provided that is a necessity. It seems the only paid servants
are individuals who fulfill a service position when a member is unavailable.
Tradition Nine: AA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may create service boards
or committees directly responsible to those they serve.

Principles: Anonymity, intersection of responsibility and flexibility, simplicity, prudence,
two-way street, fidelity, non-hierarchical, rotation

Trusted servants who volunteer to work together to review challenging ideas for alcoholic
groups is always inspiring.  When diverse individuals or groups want to engage in
developing new thoughts to introduce to their group, presentations of approaches are
introduced to the community as a whole.. It is only an informed group conscience vote that
makes changes to any group.

Tradition Ten: Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the AA
name ought never be drawn into public controversy.

Principles: Anonymity,  unity, responsibility, humility, service, harmony

Many members of AA  consider any diverse individual or group an outside issue. By this
logic, women would have never been allowed into AA. Being worthy to accept the
blessings of our union as a group is a gift.  Controversy will always be a challenge.  Flames
of dissention may be evident.  To continue to be available to meet unknown parameters
are  reviewed with an open mind.  Power and weakness may need to be kept in check by
the group. The continued existence of  AA  is the priority.  Although AA may experience
growing pains, it may provide an opportunity to grow favorably.  Wisdom and fortitude
needs to be sustained for an unbreakable unity.



Tradition Eleven: Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather than
promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and
films.

Principles: Anonymity, faith, service, attraction

Rearing the head of diversity through public channels regarding AA is not the path
suggested.  Keeping a friendly and vital relationship to the world is essential.  Glory and
honor of our fellowship is expressed by the individuals who utilize the principles.  There are
no shortcuts to recovery.  Anonymity and equality are the key factors utilized by the
alcoholics following the program.. The disease of alcoholism is our guide, not public
opinion.  No one individual or group represents AA. Our population consists of individuals
who have a desire to not drink alcohol.  AA is available to any one who wants to seek the
program of recovery, to change one’s quality of life.

Tradition Twelve: Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our Traditions, ever
reminding us to place principles before personalities.
Principles: Anonymity, guidance/asking for help, selflessness, faith

No matter what the alcoholic observes in  fellow members, acceptance is the key.  The
diversity of individuals in AA recovery is paramount. However, every member needs to
step outside of their own character beliefs or flaws to face the entire alcoholic population
who represents recovery in action. Every alcoholic has the right to be exactly who they are,
and fellow members are encouraged to utilize patience, tolerance, and acceptance to keep
the fellowship alive.

By reviewing and studying all the traditions and key principles, utilizing 12 Steps and 12
Traditions, The Language of the Heart, and the 12 Traditions Illustrated,  it is obvious
that ALL of the traditions support  being inclusive!

Inclusivity in the Concepts

Concept I - The final responsibility and ultimate authority for A.A. world services
should always reside in the collective conscience of our whole fellowship.

Principles: inclusivity, faith, anonymity, group conscience leads, unity, responsibility,
collective conscience, ultimate authority

The life of every member in this fellowship revolves around the Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions.  It’s been experienced over and over that disrespecting these principles may
lead to the death of the individual and the group. AA unity depends on the acceptance of
each other and the principles taught by this fellowship. Inclusivity of all is paramount.



As individuals we are responsible for ourselves. In Concept One individuals are responsible
for taking care of their own needs but being open and allowing others to do the same.
Each individual is responsible for their own words and actions. Decisions are made with a
balanced authority.

Anyone who identifies as a member, is a member with full voting privileges. And deserves
full access to AA.

Concept II - When, in 1955, the AA groups confirmed the permanent charter for their
General Service Conference, they thereby delegated to the Conference, complete
authority for the active maintenance of our world services and thereby made the
Conference - excepting for any change in the Twelve Traditions or in Article 12 of the
Conference Charter - the actual voice and the effective conscience for our whole
Society.

Principle - effectiveness, delegate, accountability

Each group is responsible for choosing members to delegate responsibilities in order to
experience joy, to attain fulfillment of common goals, to model mutual trust, and to result
in shared success for all.

Concept III - As a traditional means of creating and maintaining a clearly defined
working relationship between the groups, the Conference, the AA General Service
Board and its several service corporations, staffs, committees and executives, and of
thus insuring their effective leadership, it is here suggested that we endow each of
these elements of world service with a traditional “Right of Decision.”

Principle - right of decision, mutual trust, equanimity, personal responsibility

Developing mutual trust in one another offers us the dignity and freedom we deserve.
Inclusion of all individuals may be a necessity because we need to provide the opportunity
for all to grow.  In all levels of service there’s a right “to decide...how they will interpret and
apply their own authority and responsibility to each particular problem or situation as it
arises.”

We trust God, we trust AA, and we trust each other.

Concept IV - Throughout our Conference Structure, we ought to maintain at all
responsible levels a traditional “Right of Participation,” taking care that each
classification or group of our world servants shall be allowed a voting representation
in reasonable proportion to the responsibility that each must discharge.



Principle - participation, a person is a member if they say they are, inclusion, equality

This spiritual principle reminds us that all of us desire to belong.  Everyone is equal in AA.
There is no ultimate authority.  Everyone has the right to  participate.  This is an all inclusive
fellowship.

Concept V - Throughout our world services structure, a traditional “Right to Appeal”
ought to prevail, thus assuring us that minority opinion will be heard and that
petitions for the redress of personal grievances will be carefully considered.

Principle - respect, right of appeal, minority opinion, avoid tyranny of majority

Every member has a voice! On this issue of grave importance the minority actually has a
duty of presenting its views!  Do we encourage minority opinion?  Does our group
understand the importance of all points of view being heard before a vote is taken?

Concept VI - On behalf of AA, as a whole, our General Service Conference has the
principal responsibility for the maintenance of our world services, and it
traditionally has the final decision respecting large matters of general policy and
finance.  But the Conference also recognized that the chief initiative and the active
responsibility in most of these matters should be exercised primarily by the Trustee
members of the Conference when they act among themselves as the General Service
Board of Alcoholics Anonymous.

Principles: trust, responsibility, balance

Concept VII - The Conference recognizes that the Charter and the Bylaws of the
General Service Board are legal instruments: that the Trustees are thereby fully
empowered to manage and conduct all of the world service affairs of Alcoholics
Anonymous.  It is further understood that the Conference Charter itself is not a legal
document: that it relies instead upon the force of tradition and the power of AA
purse for its final effectiveness

Principles: balance, harmonious cooperation, spiritual yet business

Concept VIII - The Trustees of the General Service Board act in two primary
capacities: (a) With respect to the larger matters of over-all policy and finance, they
are the principal planners and administrators.  They and their primary committees
directly manage these affairs. (b) But with respect to our separate incorporated and
constantly active services, the relations of the Trustees is mainly that of full stock
ownership and custodial oversight which they exercise through their ability to elect
all doctors of these entities.



Principles: delegation, custodial oversight, responsibility

Concept IX - Good service leaders, together with sound and appropriate methods of
choosing them, are at all levels indispensable for our future functioning and safety.
The primary world service leadership once exercised by the founders of AA must
necessarily be assumed by the Trustees of the General Service Board of Alcoholics
Anonymous.

Principles: tolerance, responsibility, flexibility, and vision

In order to have the best leaders for A.A. we are encouraged to include everyone in this
search. Good leadership can come from anybody. Leaders should be tolerant and flexible.

“Personal ambitions will have to be cast aside, feuds and controversy forgotten. Who are
the best qualified people that we can name? This should be the thought of all.”

In the essay Leadership In A.A.: Ever a Vital Need, Bill says “Fortunately our Society is
blessed with any amount of real leadership -- the active people of today and the potential
leaders of tomorrow as each new generation of able members swarms in. We have an
abundance of men and women whose dedication, stability, vision, and special skills make
them capable of dealing with every possible service assignment. We have only to seek
these folks out and trust them to serve us.” “Good leadership will also remember that a fine
plan or idea can come from anybody, anywhere.” “We shall be in continual need of these
same attributes -- tolerance, responsibility, flexibility, and vision -- among our leaders of
A.A. services at all levels.” “...when we talk about A.A. leadership we only declare that we
ought to select that leadership on the basis of obtaining the best talent we can find.”

Does our group discuss how we can best strengthen the composition and leadership of our
future trusted servants?

Concept X - Every service responsibility should be matched by an equal service
authority - the scope of such authority to be always well defined whether by
tradition or resolution, by specific job description or by appropriate charter or
bylaws.

Principles: Clarity, responsibility, authority, checks and balances

Concept XI - While the Trustees hold final responsibility for A.A.’s world service
administration, they should always have the assistance of the best possible standing



committees, corporate service directors, executives, staffs and consultants.
Therefore the composition of these underlying committees and service boards, the
personal qualifications of their members, the manner of their induction into service,
the systems of their rotation, the way in which they are related to each other, the
special rights and duties of our executives, staffs and consultants, together with a
proper basis for the financial compensation of these special workers, will always be
matters for serious care and concern.

Principles: Respect, harmony, paid compensation, rotation, participation of paid workers

“...no organization structure can fully guarantee our Headquarters against the
depredations of clashing personalities, that only the sustained willingness to practice
spiritual principles in all our affairs can accomplish this, and we shall never need to have
any fear for our future harmony.”

“Because of the wise and spiritual principle of rotation, we in Alcoholics Anonymous are
blessed with a constantly vital and always growing pool of people whose primary aim is to
serve the AA Fellowship.”  - Don P. Grapevine, June 1996

Concept XII - General Warranties of the Conference: in all its proceedings, the
General Service Conference shall observe the spirit of the A.A. Tradition, taking great
care that the conference never becomes the seat of perilous wealth or power; that
sufficient operating funds, plus an ample reserve, be its prudent financial principle;
that none of the Conference Members shall ever be placed in a position of
unqualified authority over any others; that all important decisions be reached by
discussion, vote, and whenever possible, by substantial unanimity; that no
Conference action ever be personally punitive or an incitement to public
controversy; that though the Conference may act for the service of Alcoholics
Anonymous, it shall never perform any acts of government; and that, like the Society
of Alcoholics Anonymous which it serves, the Conference itself will always remain
democratic in thought and action.

“Therefore we expect that our conferences will always try to act in the spirit of mutual
respect and love -- one member for another. In turn, this sign signifies that mutual trust
should prevail; that no action ought to be taken in anger, haste, or recklessness; that care
will be observed to respect and protect all minorities; that no action should ever be
personally punitive; that whenever possible, important actions will be taken in substantial
unanimity; and that our Conference will ever be prudently on guard against tyrannies,
great or small, whether these be found in the majority or the minority.”

The spiritual principle for this concept is Spirituality.

The themes for each warranty are:



Warranty One: Selflessness
Warranty Two: Prudence
Warranty Three: Partnership/equality
Warranty Four: Unanimity
Warranty Five: Restraint
Warranty Six: Freedom/mutual respect

“It is clear that all of these warranties have a high and permanent importance to A.A.’s
general welfare.”

Finally, from Warranty Three: “Many A.A.’s have already begun to call Article 12 of the
Conference Charter “The A.A. Service Bill of Rights.” This is because they see in these
Warranties, and especially in this one, an expression of deep and loving respect for the
spiritual liberties of their fellows. May God grant that we shall never be so unwise to settle
for anything less.”


